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Abstract
The International Year of Microcredit in 2005 facilitates public awareness
campaigns of microfinance initiatives. Village banking allows
microfinance services to reach a wider geographic region, with particular
emphasis on rural regions and the poorest sector of society. It attends to
those marginalized by a history of repression and conflict. In Guatemala,
ethnic diversity and its accompanying social divisions haye deep roots.
Guatemala is an important case for village banking because of its
economic reliance on village banking, the size of the country, and the
large number (9) of VBIs in the country. Recent literature calls for an
increase in flexibility of village banking practices. This thesis investigates
how the structure of the village banking institutions affects the flexibility
in their policies in Guatemala. This paper will show that a more flexible
model is an important adaptation for local, non-affiliate village banking
institutions that remain committed to poverty-focused group lending.
Non-affiliates have been more innovative and adaptive from the original
Hatch model than affiliate institutions. They can adapt the initiatives of
the UN International Year of Microcredit and connect them with local
communities to provide outstanding access to financial services with a
commitment to poverty reduction and a deeper client outreach.
Ultimately, more flexible village banking initiatives through non-affiliate
incubators will continue the fight towards poverty reduction and the
Millennium Development Goals in Guatemala.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

Annually since 1959, the United Nations (UN) designates international
years "to draw attention to major issues and to encourage international
action

to

address

concerns

that

have

global

importance

and

ramifications."l The year 2005, beginning on November 18, 2004, is the
International Year of Microcredit. Table 1 summarizes the objectives of
the year.
Table 1

1.

Assess and promote the contribution of microfinance and microcredit to the
Millennium Development Goals (MDG);

2.

Increase public awareness and understanding of microfinance and microcredit
as vital parts of the development equation;

3.

Promote inclusive financial systems;

4.

Support sustainable access to financial services, and

5.

Encourage innovation and new partnerships by promoting and supporting
strategic partnerships to build and expand the outreach and success of
microcredit and microfinance.
Information provided by International Year of Microcredit. www.yearofmicrocredit.org.

Microcredit and microfinance initiatives are experiencing an increase
m public awareness during the year as public campaigns of education
are developed and implemented worldwide.

1

Academics, policy makers, \

International Year of Microcredit, www.yearofmicrocredit.org.

1

and civil society unite In a

common goal of constructing and

implementing sustainable and inclusive financial services for all people. 2
Village banking, one form of microfinance, reaches out to the poorest
end of society. As will be discussed later, it has lower operating costs
than strict microfinance initiatives and provides savings and non
financial services in addition to merely providing credit. 3 Village banking
in Latin America began in Bolivia in the 1980s. The history of village
banking will be described in detail later in this chapter. Although village
banking was originally based on a very rigid model in Bolivia, over the
last 20 years many additional actors from local community-based
organizations,

regional,

national

and

international

NGOs,

and

commercial banks have liberalized the traditional banking structure. 4
Village Banking Institutions (VBIs) in Latin America has client retention
rates significantly below individual loan lenders affiliated with Accion
International. s

Both Westley and Churchill, Hirschland, and Painter

argue that increased flexibility in loans and new products may increase
client value, retention, and impact. 6
This thesis examines how the structure of the VBIs affects the rigidity
versus the flexibility in their policies in Guatemala.

Specifically, it

International Year of Microcredit. www.microcrediLorg.
Glenn D. Westley, A Tale ofFour Village Banking Programs: Best Practices in Latin
America (Washington, D.C.: Inter-American Development Bank, 2004), page #.
4 Elisabeth Rhyne, Mainstreaming Microfinance: How Lending to the Poor Began, Grew,
and Came ofAge in Bolivia (Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, Inc, 2001), page #.
5 Westley, A Tale of Four Village Banking Programs,S.
6 Craig Churchill, Madeline Hirschland, & Judith Painter, New Directions in Poverty
Finance: Village Banking Revisited (Washington, D.C.: The SEEP Network, 2002), 83.
2

3

2

examines whether or not internationally connected VBIs have more rigid,
rule-based structures.

If they are indeed employing more

rigid

requirements, are we moving back towards the original· model that
focused on strict loan terms and structured repayment terms, as well as
a cap on the loan amount?7 Analysis of rigidity in the original model will
be expanded in the research design section and contrasted with more
flexible approaches which encourage local decision-making.

Finally,

does a centralized architecture, where international VBIs' decisionmaking occurs in Northern countries, operate in the same manner as a
locally based one?

Flexibility may enhance long term success and

sustainability. Cultural differences will affect a client's ability to attend
frequent meetings or her desire to increase loan size, amongst other
factors.
Enhancing flexibility leads to increasing costs, especially the
financial and staffing systems. 8 For VBls with a business approach and
primary goal of financial sustainability, the costs of increasing flexibility
may be too great to adopt. The management tools and access to capital
by internationally based VBIs may provide the advantage over increasing
flexibility and therefore costs for the VBl.
To answer these questions, I will focus on two different VBIs in
Guatemala - FAPE (Foundation for the Assistance of Small Enterprise
Development), and FINCAj Guatemala (The Foundation for International
7

8

Westley, A Tale of Four Village Banking Practices, 7.
Churchill et al., New Directions in Poverty Finance, 82.

3

Community Assistance).9 FAPE, founded in 1984, is one of the original
microfinance institutions in Guatemala. It has found a market niche in
rural indigenous communities. FINCAj Guatemala, on the other hand, is
affiliated with

FINCA International,

the

founding village

banking

institution, but relatively new to Guatemala. Although poverty-focused,
its business objective continues to remain financial sustainability. These
two NGOs will serve as a sample of VBIs in Guatemala.

They were

chosen for their relative geographic proximity and willingness to assist
with field research in January 2005.
The research begins in Chapter 2 examining why village banking is
needed in Guatemala, looking at the historical, ethnic, social, and
economic divisions within the country.

Chapter 3 continues with the

mechanics of village banking and how it differs from other forms of
microfinance. It looks at the history of village banking and focuses on
existing literature in the field.

Chapter 4 describes the fieldwork and

research plan in light of limitations.
Chapter 5 defines affiliate and non-affiliate VBIs in order to test
the hypothesis that the larger and more globally focused a VBI is, the
more rigid the village banking model.
scoring criteria.

It also lays out the flexibility·

This criterion is used in Chapter 6 to analyze two

different VBIs in Bolivia - CRECER and Pro Mujer. CRECER is a unique
best practice case that started as an affiliate VBI with Freedom from

9

please see Appendix A for contact information for these organizations

4

Hunger (FFH) before becoming an autonomous Bolivian VBI. Pro Mujer
also includes non-financial services with its credit program but shows
that a more flexible approach may generate high costs.
Chapter 7, the Guatemalan cases are examined.

Finally in

FINCA illustrates the

case of a more rigid model with a professional business approach
concerned with financial sustainability.

FAPE, though also concerned

with financial viability, runs a client-driven, poverty-focused model to
facilitate access to credit. Chapter 8 concludes with lessons learned from
the Guatemalan cases.

It recommends that VBIs in Guatemala follow

CRECER's example with initial funding and development as affiliated
VBIs.

Once established, it encourages VBIs to become autonomous

Guatemalan VBIs.

5

CHAPTER 2: Guatemala: Why Village Banking is Needed
Voices of Poverty
Sonya is 12 years old and the oldest of 6
children. She studies in the 5 th grade and told
me she wants to be a bilingual secretary (her
dream job). She thinks it's so good that people
can speak more than one language. When I
~ asked her if she could speak another language,
she replied no. She then asked me if everyone in
the USA spoke English, and I told her no. Many
people come from Guatemala and Mexico and
she added Honduras to the US and they speak
Spanish. We talked about school - her favorite
subject is Math and her least favorite is estudios
sociales.
I asked her what they learn in
estudios sociales - she talked about the historia
and how the Spanish call the Mayans Indians
because they thought they had reached India, but she was adamant, ((No
somos indios, somos Mayans". We didn't have time to explore this further,
because the sun had now set and we both had to return home. I wished
her luck in her studies and told her to study hard so she could become a
bilingual secretary. As Sonya dreams of being a bilingual secretary, she
spends her school vacation selling artisan goods - bracelets, scarves,
weavings to the tourists along Lake Atitlan. Every vacation from school,
her parents bring her along with them to Panajachel to sell goods. She has
dreams and goals, but at the same time, she is caught in a vicious cycle of
overt t in to ain the access to resources to achieve her dreams.
1. Guatemala
Guatemala is an important case for village banking. A large number
of VBIs (9) operating in a poor economy can have the potential to make
an important difference in Guatemalan poverty. This section will briefly
survey

the

economic,

historical,

and

social

characteristics

that

underscore the need for village banking in Guatemala. Guatemala is the

6

largest country in Central America with a population of 12 million and a
US$23.3 billion economy. Of the total US$148,254.30 credit portfolio in
Guatemala, microcredit initiatives account for 23.05% of the total
portfolio in Guatemala. 10

Table 2 highlights key human development

indicators of both Guatemala and Latin America and the Caribbean in
the aggregate. 56% of the population lives in poverty with 21.5% of the
population living in extreme poverty.ll
undernourished,

the

With one in four Guatemalans

potential for poverty reduction

strategies is

enormous.
Furthermore, the distribution of wealth in Guatemala is highly
unequal. The wealthiest 10% of the country shares 46% of the income
and the top 20% controls 60.6% of the total income. The Gini coefficient
measures the inequality over the entire distribution of income or
consumption, from a range of zero for perfect equality to one for highly
concentrated wealth.
inequality is 100.

Perfect equality is equal to zero and perfect
In Guatemala the Gini coefficient is 55.8. 12

In

addition to income inequality, Guatemala's economy is extremely
vulnerable to crises as agriculture accounts for 22% of GDP and 75% of
exports - 30% of which are bound for the United States. 13 Agriculture is
subject to extreme price volatility, but with it highly concentrated in
10 Ministerio de Economia de Guatemala. Boletin Financiero y Estadistico de
Microjinanzas de 2003, (Ciudad de Guatemala, August 2004).
11 US Department of State. "Background Note: Guatemala." Bureau of Western
Hemisphere Affairs. http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/2045pf.htm.
12 UNDP, "Human Development Report: Guatemala." www.undp.org
13 US Department of State, "Background Note: Guatemala."
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Guatemala's economy, there exists single market dependence. Principle
products include coffee, sugar, bananas, cardamom, and vegetables.
Table 2

70.5 ears
27

1,000

15

25%
69.9%

11%
88.6%

$1,941

$3,189

64.1%
2.6%

•
•

Informationfrom UNDP Human Development Report 2004.

In geographic

terms,

the

rugged

terrain

and

mountainous

highlands of Guatemala foster a local community spirit of diverse
cultures. This isolation between villages fosters twenty-four indigenous
languages spoken in Guatemala in addition to the official Spanish
language. 14

Spanish is not universally understood by all indigenous

people, providing another challenge to village banking and a symbol of
the importance of increased flexibility in programming.
Ethnic diversity and its accompanying social divisions have deep
roots in Guatemalan history.

14

Table 4 summarizes key dates.

US Department of State, "Background Note: Guatemala."

8

Mayan

civilization thrived before the Spanish conquest in the 16th century and
remains present today.

The colonial period (1524-1821) in Guatemala

was a "regimen of terror for the Indians" according to the Guatemalan
historian Severo Martinez Palaez. 15 This period was characterized by
cruelty, exploitation, and oppreSSiOn.

The ethnic division in land

ownership and labor recruitment instituted during this time still lingers,
creating a foundation for a society molded by terror and force. The New
Laws of 1541 issued by the Spanish Crown justified this regulation and
control of the valuable commodity known as Indian labor. 16

Prior to

1838 the peasantry united and organized itself, but was not able to
centralize its power until a peasantry revolt led by Ragael Carrera. Active
and frequent peasant uprisings characterized the beginning of the 19 th
century. These uprisings were all linked to the Spanish Crown increasing
the level of tribute, its encroachment onto the Indian land, and a more
active influence in the Indian village decision-making. This early distrust
of outside intervention lingers today as village bank promoters entering
into new communities face resistance.

15 Jim Handy, Gift of the Devil: A History of Guatemala. (USA: South End Press, 1984),

14.
Handy, Gift of the Devil, 21.

16

9

Table 3

1945  1951

Civilian President Juan Jose Arevalo

1951  1954

President Col. Jacobo Arbenz
Communists controlled key organizations  labor unions and
political parties

1954

US-backed group (Col. Castillo Armas) invades from
Honduras ~ government takeover

1966

President Julio Cesar Mendez Montenegro ~
counterinsurgency against guerilla groups

1966  1982

MilitaryfMilitary-dominated Rule

1982

Gen. Rios MonU

1983

Minister of Defense, Gen. Oscar Humberto Mejia Victores led
coup to become President

1985

New Constitution Drafted

1991

Jorge Serrano elected ~ first transfer of power between 2
democratically elected Presidents

1993

Serranazo (self-initiated coup); Serrano faced resistance; fled

1994  1996

UN-moderated Peace Talks

~

"Will of God" to be President

2003
Oscar Her er Perdomo elected
Information from: "Background Note: Guatemala." Bureau of Western Hemisphere Affairs, U. S.
Department of State. August 2004 and Handy, Jim. (1984.) Gift of the Devil: A History of
Guatemala. USA: South End Press. And Jonas, Susanne. (2000.) Of Centaurs and Doves:
Guatemala's Peace Process. Boulder: Westview Press.
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US capital did not begin flowing to Guatemala until the "unholy
trinity" of the 20th century consisting of the United Fruit Company, the
International Railways of Central America,
Steamship Company exerted influence.

and the United Fruit

US political involvement took

hold in 1954 with the US invasion led by Col. Carlos Castillo Armas. In
1960 guerilla groups initiated armed conflict against the government,
which continued for the next thirty-six years.

During this time right-

wing groups tortured or murdered any suspected members of the guerilla
groups - students, professionals, and peasants. A rise of local civilian
defense patrols (pACs), formed by the government, marked the early
1980s and approximately 200,000 indigenous civilians died. 17

expansion and diversification of agricultural exports, but only 2% of the
population controlled 67% of the arable land in Guatemala. 18 Landless
or near landless Mayan peasants from the highlands were forced to be
seasonal migrants on the Southern Pacific coast. Rather than providing
integration, the seasonal migration helped reinforce the peasants'
economic and political identity. Today this social and economic divide
lingers

through

limited

access

to

capital

and

other

economIC

US Department of State, "Background Note: Guatemala. "
18 Susanne Jonas, Of Centaurs and Doves: Guatemala's Peace Process. (Boulder:
Westview Press, 2000), 19.
17

11
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opportunities by the indigenous population. As the Army became more
repressive, the Mayans took up arms in self-defense rather than
succumb to the terror.
The election of Vinicio Cerezo, whose top priorities were an end to
political violence and the establishment of rule of law, signaled a return
to democracy in 1986 in spite of the election being restrictive and
unrepresentative of the large opposition sector.

The subsequent 1990

/ election was also viewed as unreliable and defective.

There was no

participation from opposition parties of the left and only 30% of eligible
voters participated. As a result of this restrictive election, the National
Reconciliation Commission (CNR), led by the Catholic Church, initiated a
national dialogue where a consensus was reached - political negotiations,
not military action, were necessary to end Guatemala's civil war.
In 1991, newly elected President Jorge Serrano began direct
negotiations with the National Guatemalan Revolutionary Unit (UNRG) 
the unified guerilla groups.

Unfortunately, any hope for a peaceful

resolution ended in May 1993 with a self-coup of Serrano known as the
Serranazo.

and

Soon after, the US and Germany threatened to stop trade

revoke

Constitution.

aid

to

Guatemala without

the

reinstitution

of the

This international pressure halted the Serranazo. Peace

talks with the UNRG were postponed although, Norway assisted in
informal negotiations to smooth the way for a future formal framework.

12

January 1994 marked the beginning of UN moderated peace talks.
In addition to the Guatemalan government and UNRG, a "Group of
Friends" composed of Mexico, Norway, Spain, and the US along with the
ASC (Assembly of Civil Society), a conglomerate of indigenous and
women's organizations were involved in the peace process.· The ASC
acted as a diverse forum to make consensus proposals and endorse
accords once signed.

In March 1994 they signed the Comprehensive

Agreement on Human Rights. As part of the UN moderated peace talks,
the UN Verification Mission (MINUGUA) served as a "confidence-building"
institution as well as an "institution-builder" for national human rights
organizations from its initiation in Guatemala in late 1994.

Between

1994 and 1995 a series of accords were signed, although the government
took very few steps towards compliance.
Arzu encouraged a

The 1995 election of Alvara

finalization and on December 29,

1996, the

government and UNRG signed the final peace accords.
In 1999 President Alfonso Portillo pledged strong reforms. Yet as
information on corruption and mismanagement of funds leaked, his
popularity declined, which also led to an increase in crime and public
corruption. On a brighter note, the 2004 run-off elections featured two
candidates of high character.

Guatemalan society is at a crossroads

eight years after the end of its long civil war.
The long history of civilian unrest has had enormous costs in
terms of poverty and human development. The Millennium Development

Goals (MDG) set out the objectives for all countries to improve the well
being of the world's poorest citizens.

Summarized in Table 3, they

highlight key objectives for Guatemala - goals that village banking may
help them achieve. Credit with education programs widely distribute
health information, including nutrition, childhood development and
disease prevention.
female clients.

Furthermore, village banking traditionally targets

Village banking may have important impacts that will

assist Guatemala in reaching the MDGs.

These goals are especially

important to foster positive development in Guatemala. Additionally as
they are an international standard set by the UN, many wealthy nations
will use these goals as factors for aid and market access. Access to this
additional aid will assist Guatemala in future development of the
country.
Table 3
GOAL
1. Eradicate extreme
poverty and hunger

2. Achieve universal
rim
education
3. Promote gender
equality and empower
women
4. Reduce child
mortalit
5. Improve maternal
health
6. Combat HIV/ AIDS,
malaria, and other
diseases

TARGET
• Reduce by half the proportion of people living on less than a
dollar a day
• Reduce by half the proportion of people who suffer from
hun er
.
• Ensure that all boys and girls complete a full course of
rim
schoolin
• Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary
education, preferably by 2005, at all levels by 2015
• Reduce by two thirds the mortality rate among children
under five
• Reduce by three quarters the maternal mortality ratio
• Halt and begin to reverse the spread of HIV/ AIDS

14

7. Ensure
environmental
sustainability

• Integrate the principles of sustainable development into
country policies and programs; reverse loss of
environmental resources
• Reduce by half the proportion of people without sustainable
access to safe drinking water
• Achieve significant improvement in lives of at least 100
million slum dwellers, by 2020
8. Develop a global
• Develop further an open trading and financial system that is
partnership for
rule-based, predictable and non-discriminatory. Include
development
a commitment to good governance, development and
poverty reduction  nationally and internationally
• Address the least developed countries' special needs. This
include tariff- and quota-free access for their exports;
enhanced debt relief for heavily indebted poor countries;
cancellation of official bilateral debt; and more generous
official development assistance for countries committed to
poverty reduction
• Address the special needs of landlocked and small island
developing states
• Deal comprehensively with developing countries' debt
problems through national and international measures to
make debt sustainable in the long term
• In cooperation with the developing countries, develop decent
and productive work for youth
• In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide
access to affordable essential drugs in developing
countries
• In cooperation with the private sector, make available the
benefits of new technologies  especially information and
communications technologies
UN Millenmum Development Goals, www.un.org/millenmumgoals.

In

Guatemala,

malnutrition.

46%

of

Guatemalan

children

from

Poor people, predominantly indigenous and rural, have

limited economic opportunities available to them.
Accords

suffer

established

a

development

agenda

and

The 1996 Peace
Guatemala

has

subsequently made progress towards the MDGs. Infant mortality rates
fell by 30% in the 1990s, and illiteracy for females older than 15 years
fell from 47% to 39%.19

Although the swift progress hoped for is not

19 Jeffrey Goldstein, "Opening Remarks,» Presented at the Guatemala Development
Marketplace Forum. 23 May 2003.

15

here, Guatemala has shown improvements.

Pro-poor growth through

village banking may be one avenue towards reaching the MDGs.

Village banking has the opportunity to assist in achieving these
goals by working with the rural population, the object of years of terror
and oppression.

Village banking attends to those marginalized by a

history of repression and conflict.
trust, VBIs may serve as a

Although it may be difficult to gain

tool to build trust within peasant

communities. In the following chapter the mechanics of village banking 
how it works and the history of village banking in context of existing
literature - are outlined.

CHAPTER 3: Village Banking: How it will make a
difference
Los Pollitos:
Dona Rosario is only 28 years old.
She has three children. The older
two are in the second year of
secondary school and in third grade.
By Western standards she is still
very young, but she has worked with
FAPE in her town of Supan for four
years. She raises chickens in her
backyard coops. She will buy small
chicks in town at the market for 15
Quetzales (~US$l. 90) and raise them
until they are marketable. At this
point she sells them in the market for 75 Quetzales (~US$9.60). She
always keeps chickens and pigs - usually about 100 chickens. I visited
Dona Rosario in January when she had a limited supply of chickens
because the Christmas season is a busy time. Now, most families are
short on money and do not buy many chickens in the market. She uses
the money from her chicken raising business to send her children to a
private school. Dona Rosario's business is conveniently set up for the
loans, because she will sell the chickens little by little when the loan
a ments are due and the su Ius mane is or her children's education.

1. The Mechanics of Village Banking: How it Works
The Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP), an assembly of
development organizations devoted to increasing access to financial
services for the poor, defines microfinance as "the provision of financial
services to the low-income segment of the population."20 Village banking
is one form of microfinance.

Table 4 characterizes the key differences

between three main types of microfinance:

commercial, the Grameen

Robert Peck Christen, Timothy R. Lyman, Richard Rosenberg, Microfinance
Consensus Guidelines: Guiding Principles on Regulation and Superoision of Microfinance
(Washington, D.C.: CGAP/The World Bank Group, 2003), 5.

20

17

------
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Bank model, and village banking. In commercial microfinance, the key
determinant of success is profitability. The loans are usually larger and
the bank encourages participation in the formal financial sector.

In

comparison, the Grameen Bank model is a poverty-lending program
designed to target the poorest community members.

To be eligible, a

woman's income must be below the absolute poverty level. Additionally,
unlike commercial microfinance, the Grameen Bank stresses poverty
alleviation ahead of financial sustainability.

In comparison to village

banking, the Grameen Model is a rigid model to complement the
conservative Bangladeshi culture.
Village banking allows microfinance servIces to reach a wider
geographic region, with particular emphasis on rural regions and the
poorest sector of society. In Guatemala they are called bancos comunales
or community banks.

Although they are often located in rural areas,

there are examples of urban village banks in spite of the rural focus.
Village banking has lower operating costs than traditional commercial
microfinance. It allows a single loan to reach multiple borrowers at once
through a communal bank. In contrast to commercial microfinance, the
clients, not the loan officer, are in charge of screening out poor credit
risks, setting reasonable loan sizes, guaranteeing loan repayment, and
performing the financial bookkeeping of the bank. 21

It is not only a

means of delivering financial services to the poor, but also a way of giving

21

Westley, A Tale of Four Village Banking Programs, 15.
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communities more autonomy and responsibility. Village banking is one
tool to alleviate poverty. It offers savings, credit, non-financial services,
and an internal account.

Savings includes both forced savings, usually

between 10% and 30%, and any additional voluntary savings that a
client may wish to have. 22

Village banking offers credit, which is often

very difficult to obtain for those living in poverty. Fewer than 2% of poor
people have access to financial services from sources other than
moneylenders. 23

22

23

Glenn Westley, "Village Banking: The Way Forward in Latin America." Presented at
the VII Inter-American Forum on Microenterprise. 9 September 2004.
Global Development Research Center, www.gdrc.orgjicmjdatajd-snapshot.html.
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Microfinance

Table 4

Poverty-Lending

Commercial

o
o
o
o

Key determinant of
success = profitability
Encourages participation
in formal financial sector
Push for financial
performance
measurements
Innovationstowards
private sector linkages

~

Grameen Bank Model

~

Village Banking

I
o

o
o
o
o

Rigid-standard model
designed for conditions of
Bangladesh (landless
agricultural laborers, high
population density,
subjugation of women in
conservative culture,
dominance of large NGOs
in development)
Subordination of
sustainability to poverty
alleviation
Income eligibility = must
be below absolute poverty
level
Single-gender groups
Founder believes that
credit is a basic human
right

o Joint liability group
o Credit for self-employment
of families
o Decentralized
management structure
o Targets more dispersed
populations than Grameen
o Imperative for borrowers
to earn enough to pay
back loan, interest,
savings, and personal
consumption

Village banking may also provide for non-financial servlces.
Regular banking meetings serve as an efficient opportunity to address
the multiple constraints that poverty has on the poor.

They are an

opportunity for networking and informal technical assistance between
the clients and staff.

The meetings enhance women's empowerment.

They are supportive, require client-management of daily bank operations,
and provide the women with financial success. Additionally, the women
may enJoy the social interaction with other group members. 24

In

Guatemala, FFH and its partnership organization FUNDAp25 offer a

Credit with Education program. 26

During regular banking meetings,

clients also receive information on family health, nutrition, and business
management.

This program allows village banking to be more than a

bank for the poor; it may serve as an integrated model to combat
multiple levels of poverty in Guatemala.
Lastly, some VBIs offer an internal account. The internal account
is funded from the client savings, fines and fees for late payments, and
interest earned from internal account loans.

Village banks may use

these funds to make auxiliary loans to members.

These loans offer

greater flexibility as they can meet consumption, emergency or additional
24 Christopher Dunford, "Building Better Lives: Sustainable Integration of Microfinance
with Education in Health, Family Planning, and HIV/ AIDS Prevention for the Poorest
Entreprenerus." In Pathways out ofPoverty: Innovations in Microfinance for the Poorest
Families, ed. Samuel Daley-Harris (Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, Inc.,2001), 85.
25 Fundaci6n para el Desarollo Integral de Programas Socio-Econ6micos.
26 Dunford, Building Better Lives, 83.
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business needs within a single loan cycle.

They serve as another

mechanism for business education through money management and
investment.

Unfortunately loan delinquency, fraud, and favoritism

within a group may counteract these added benefits.
Overall, village banking is a poverty-lending model in contrast to
commercial microfinance with a primary focus on financial viability and
sustainability.

The group lending of village banking allocates a single

loan to 15-40 women at one time.

Village banking focuses on social

goals of poverty alleviation as well as financial success.

2. The History of Village Banking: How it Began
John Hatch, Rupert Scofield, and Achilles Lanao created village
banking in the early 1980s as an alternative to informal Rotating Savings
and Credit Associations (ROSCACS). In its earliest form, village banking
distributed one-year agricultural loans to male farmers.

These loans

continued without any problems until Bolivia faced hyperinflation in the
mid-1980s and the farmers could no longer afford to repay these loans.
In 1984 Hatch established The Foundation for International Community

Assistance (FINCA) and through which he expanded village banking to
other Latin American countries.

At this time he reoriented the focus

22

towards women with a central principle of developing "permanent
community institutions that control their own finances."27

Table 5

Size
Gender
Functions

Relation to Institution

30 to 50 members
Women Onl
Venue for collecting loan and savings payments,
disbursing loans, and bookkeeping
Guarantee each other's loans
Provide mutual support and credit discipline from peer
I
ressure
Graduation: Institution provides training and loan for 3
years until local banking group is self-capitalized and
autonomous

Use
tion
Amount

Interest Fees
Term
Re a ment Schedule
Guarantee
Use
Amount
Interest

, Liquidity
Control

Loans to members and non-members
Investment in ou ente rises
20 ercent of loan size, due in weekl installments
Loan rate set by group
Interest accrues to group
No individual returns
Mandatory savings; no access to savings while group
member
B villa e bank

Informationfrom: Craig Churchill, Madeline Hirschland, & Judith Painter, New Directions in
Poverty Finance: Village Banking Revisited (Washington, D.C.: The SEEP Network, 2002) and
Candace Nelson et aI., Village Banking: The State of the Practice (New York: The SEEP Network &
UNIFEM, 1996)

27 Candace Nelson, Barbara MkNelly, Kathleen Stack,

& Lawrence Yanovitch, Village
Banking: The State o/the Practice (New York: The SEEP Network & UNIFEM, 1996),5.
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This original "Hatch" model of village banking, outlined in Table 5,
was developed with local partners of northern NGOs, establishing the
village banks in rural Latin American communities.

The emphasis on

savings was based on earlier ROSCAS in the regIOn.

In the original

"Hatch" model, there were five main objectives:
To improve the livelihood of the very poor;
To manage the risk of uncollateralized lending;
To minimize the operating costs of providing very small loans;
To enable minimally educated women to manage their own
village banks;
5. And to create an ongoing source of credit for low-income
women. 28

1.
2.
3.
4.

The rigidity of the early FINCA model demanded weekly repayment in
equal amounts over the loan term of four months. Each week the village
bank collected the loan payment plus interest and maintained an
account that would be repaid after the end of the four months.

This

"internal account" is the savings plus any repayments of principal and
interest from the original loan. Despite a rigid loan term and repayment
structure, the village bank had some flexibility regarding the internal
account. As a way to increase the amount of the internal account and
thus increase the mobile working capital in a community, the village
bank could charge extra interest on loans, lend savings from loan
repayments at member-determined rates and terms, or charge fees and
fines for late or delinquent payments. These regulations allowed further
circulation of capital.
28 Craig Churchill, Madeline Hirschland, & Judith Painter, New Directions in Poverty
Finance: Village Banking Revisited (Washington, D.C.: The SEEP Network, 2002), xiii.
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Another mam feature of the original "Hatch" model of village
banking was the concept of -"graduating" of village banks. During each
loan period, a client would be required to save 20% of the current loan
each cycle. The maximum for each subsequent loan was the initial loan
plus the accumulated savings. A local village bank would only be eligible
for a second loan from the VBI if the first loan was paid in full on time.
Hatch established a maximum total loan amount of $300 per client. If a
woman borrowed the maximum per loan cycle, after three years she
would have reached the ceiling.

At this point Hatch believed that the

client would have enough savings for her capital needs and would
"graduate."

"Graduating" from the village bank was Hatch's ultimate

goal in creating permanent community institutions without outside
intervention.

The forced savings would now be accessible for working

capital in the community. The rigid terms of repayment and graduation
characterize the original model.
Since its inception in 1980, however, a more flexible approach has
been adopted. The standard village banking model is characterized by
low client retention rates likely due to client dissatisfaction. It is not very
adaptive to changing or growing to match client needs. A more flexible
model on the other hand experiences a higher client retention rate as
well as increased client satisfaction. Compared to the standard model, a
more flexible model better adjusts to client needs and local culture. This
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paper will show that a more flexible model is an important adaptation for
local VBIs who remain committed to poverty-focused group lending.

3. The Theory of Village Banking: Why a Community Would
Want It
Village banking

IS

one development tool to achieve poverty

alleviation. The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
argues that the key behind poverty impact is to focus financial resources
and policy practices where poor people live and on the basis of their

livelihoods. 29 One way of empowering the poor is providing them with the
financial and educational resources available through village banking.
Village banking targets the poorest and most marginalized communities
in society with a deep outreach to the rural communities. Additionally,
IFAD argues for investment and working capital in order to raise
agricultural productivity and a diversification of income - all of which
can be achieved through village banking. Since 70% of the world's poor
are women, village banking's focus on women is poverty focused. 3o
Village banking creates opportunities for women to gain entrepreneurial
skills along with generating a higher value for their labor.
Reasonable credit, a feature of village banking, eliminates a
bottleneck to the sustainable livelihood of poor producers. Policies and

IFAD, "Achieving the Millennium Development Goals by Enabling the Rural Poor to
Overcome their Poverty," February 2003.
30 IFAD, Achieving the Millennium Development Goals, 18.
29
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regulations

often prohibit financial

marginalized communities.

servIces

from

reaching

these

Indigenous Guatemalan villages are among

the most vulnerable of the rural poor in Latin America. 31 Village banking
offers a tool to create linkages between financial services, educational
workshops, and the indigenous people - especially the women - of
Guatemala.
Despite the potential linkages created, the mechanisms of village
banking face tradeoffs between deep outreach, sustainability, client.
focus, and a culture of innovation. 32

There often exist conflicts of

resource allocation. The greatest challenge is how to balance the
commitment to improving the lives of the poorest through stronger client
focus, and sustainability both within the VBI and within the target
communities. In Guatemala, different VBls choose different allocations
of resources.

Organizational structure affects how these tradeoffs are

balanced. As will be discussed, FINCA now places a greater emphasis on
sustainability. As a result, FINCA must focus on more easily accessible
urban and peri-urban clients.
Glenn Westley, the Senior Advisor for Microenterprise at the InterAmerican Development Bank, clearly states that village banking systems
need to be liberalized through an increase in flexibility and a stronger

IFAD, "IFAD Strategy for Rural Poverty Reduction in Latin America and the
Caribbean, "(Rome: Latin America and Caribbean Division, March 2002), 6.
32 Churchill et aI, New Directions in Poverty Finance, 4.

31
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client-focused strategy In order to effectively combat poverty.33

He

encourages greater client participation to improve client retention rates.
A more

flexible

village

bank has

seen

significant changes

and

adaptations since the introduction of village banking in the early 1980s
in Bolivia. As described earlier, the original "Hatch" model had set loan
terms and lengths along with a maximum size.

Additionally, it forced

savings by all members at the same rate compared to current practices of
varying rates of savings and more liquidity in accessing them. Building
on Westley's work, this thesis will show how flexibility and greater client
participation varies within two VBIs in Guatemala and the correlation
between this flexibility and the organizational structure.
Another aspect of flexibility often debated is the delivery of non
financial services along with village banking.

What role does the

organization have in determining the rules and regulations for non
financial services or even whether they should be delivered collectively
with village banking?

Chris Dunford, President of Freedom From

Hunger, argues for an integrated service methodology from village
banking that includes delivery of education and access to group financial
services. 34 FFH developed the Credit with Education program to provide
additional non-financial services, such as family health and nutritional
education at weekly meetings.

In spite of FFH's success with its Credit

with Education program, Stephen Smith argues that there is no clear link
33
34

Westley, A Tale of Four Village Banking Programs,7.
Dunford, "Building Better Lives," 80.
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between bank performances and health services in a study of Honduras
and Ecuador. 35 Some question the delivery of "cultural context" along
with the money.

Although neither FAPE nor FINCA provide health

services integrated with credit, there may be a "cultural context" based
on affiliations. FINCA's model is characteristic of a Northern professional
business environment which may alienate some of the poorest clients.
This thesis will take up these questions of liberalization and
organizational structure in the context of the Guatemalan case.
. Specifically it will investigate the relationship between VBI programs and
its governance. How does the organizational structure affect the village
banking programs? Are these differences related to the structure or are
there other outside forces that must be taken into account? The next
chapter sets out the research objectives and design to investigate these
questions.

Stephen C. SIhith, "Village Banking and Maternal and Child Health: Evidence from
Ecuador and Honduras." World Development Vol. 30, No.4 (2002):707-723.

35
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CHAPTER 4: Description of Fieldwork

1. Work Plan

To analyze the question of flexibility in village banking

In

Guatemala, a series of clients and employees from two VBls In
Guatemala, FAPE and FINCA were interviewed in January 2005. Client
interviews were conducted before, during, and after regularly scheduled
meetings in Guatemala, Sacatapequez, Chimaltenango, and Solola
departments.

They were interviewed individually or in a group setting

dependent on comfort levels. A select group of clients were interviewed
on site at her microenterprise, on streets, in markets, or at her home.
These interviews lasted about 15 minutes each and most women were
extremely helpful and interested in the work.

Staff interviews were

conducted in VBI offices and in transit to the meetings. A sample set of
questions appears in Appendix B.

These questions are designed to

combine both open-ended and pointed questions in an attempt to obtain
significant data to assess relative flexibility and VBI operations.
The field research in Guatemala is supplemented by library cases
and a substantial quantity of web documents. To increase the sample
size, two additional library cases of VBls are examined.

CRECER and

Pro Mujer in Bolivia are two of the most researched VBls in existing
literature.

Furthermore, as one of the poorest countries in the regIOn,
30

Bolivia has garnered international attention for its astonishing success in
microfinance. These Bolivian organizations will be ,contrasted with the
experience in Guatemala to provide insights into the path forward for
village banking in Guatemala.
The contrast between the original Hatch model and the new
directions in village banking focuses on the degree of flexibility.
Nonetheless, it is still unclear whether flexibility is absolutely better in
the long run. Decreasing the frequency of meetings will allow the clients
to repay loans less frequently, but they will be required to pay a greater
amount at each meeting. The clients require financial planning to assure
that they will not fault on loan repayments.

Flexibility may therefore

raise additional tradeoffs. This thesis does not attempt to evaluate these
possible outcomes but instead assumes that the literature and policy
directions advocating flexibility is broadly correct.

The task of this

project is to assess when flexibility is maximized and when it is
constrained by affiliation with international NGOs.

2. Limitations
The nature of the case study methodology allows for some common
limitations to the findings. As the field research sample size is only two,
conclusions are drawn from only two VBls.

This thesis focuses on

cases of best practice. That is, it is not able to address the instances
where microcredit and village banking have failed.

31
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The fact that these

organizations were willing to cooperate in this study indicates a
likelihood that they believe that they have good outcomes to share.
Indeed a third VBI was initially contacted, but ultimately withdrew from
participation. To expand the sample size, two additional library cases, as
previously stated, Pro Mujer and CRECER in Bolivia are included. These
four VBls will provide a foundation to discuss how the affiliation
structure may affect programming in village banking.
Furthermore, the field research was limited to three and a half
weeks during January 2005. This complex development strategy takes
years to understand and all information could not be gathered from both
the institutions and the clients in 24 days.
One other limitation is the affect of the author's demographic
background on the conclusions drawn.

The author is a Caucasian

female, an undergraduate university student, a United States citizen,
and an outsider. Ultimately, demographic bias and an experience gap by
the author may affect the findings of this research. Nonetheless, within
these constraints, the paper attempts to add to our understanding of
flexibility and VBls.

CHAPTER 5: Typology for VBIs
Micro-gym
Milvia is the President of Flor de Pascua, a village
bank in PatzUn (about 2 hours west of Guatemala
City). Flor de Pascua conducts the meetings in
kaqchikel (an indigenous language). Milvia is a
leader in all aspects of the organization. She is the
oldest of eight siblings and all of them have a small
store.
Her only daughter is a second year
university student studying Anthropology in
Guatemala City. She has used her loan little by
little to expand the inventory in her small tienda 
selling clothes, toiletries, and other daily
necessities. She gives advice to all of the women
saying that the problem with defaults in village
banking is that the women want to increase their
inventory or businesses too quickly. They are hoping for immediate
change, but in order to have success it needs to be done little by little.
Milvia uses the loans to expand into other businesses too. She has built a
gym in her backyard. Walking into this gym is surreal, with its plywood
walls with light seeping through the cracks and a cement floor. Although
by Western standards it is outdated, there are all types of machines - an
erg, an elliptical, a treadmill, free standing weights and even weight
machines.
Not only has the loan helped her financially, but also
physically. Leading by example, she educates the community on health
and fitness. Every morning, in addition to her many other obligations, she
wakes up at Sam and runs 4km before returning to the gym for one hour of
wei ht li in and aerobics.

1. Research Objective
The purpose of this project is to determine the relationship
between the structure of a VBl and the degree to which its programming
has adapted from the original village banking model toward a more
flexible approach.

This is an important field of study because recent

research has focused on the new directions for village banking and the .
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need for it to become more flexible in its programming requirements. 36
Given that 2005 is the UN International Year of Microfinance, this
increased publicity and worldwide flow of information will likely create a
new interest' in microfinance. This new information on microfinance may
also stimulate more donors, specifically to village banking. In order to
maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of donor funds, it is important
to understand the unique facets of the structures and how they are
adapting to innovation since the implementation of village banking in
Bolivia twenty years ago. The Guatemalan case will provide an important
contribution to this field by increasing public awareness.

2. VBI Organizational Structure
a. "Affiliate" VBIs
This paper investigates two different types of VBI organizational
structures. As defined by Nelson, the first category is "affiliate" VBIs.37
Figure 1 graphically depicts the relationship between actors in this
model.

In the affiliate model, VBIs are connected to an international

partner with a central focus and strategic direction. The locally run VBI
is funded either fully or partially by the international partner. A local
country director often runs the domestic operations while reporting to
the central management typically based in the Northern hemisphere. In
the Guatemalan context, the affiliate VBI is FINCA/ Guatemala and the
36
37

See Churchill 2002, Westley 2004, or Dunford 2002.
Nelson et aI, State of the Practice, 38.
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international partner is FINCA International.

The goal is to develop a

network of village banks national in scope and financially sustainable.
Affiliate VBIs are characterized by standardized operations from one
country to another, implementing a tested formula to achieve efficiency
in its operational practices.

They remain focused on the financial

services provided to their clients and continuing expansion of services.
High start-up costs plague affiliate VBIs due to the lack of an existing
VBI network in the country.

Despite having a pre-tested "how-to"

template, affiliate VBIs face challenges of local adaptation.

Without a

strong understanding of the local context and trust conferred by
communities, affiliate VBIs must initiate all levels of organization from
marketing of services to understanding the local culture context.
Additionally, the affiliation VBIs must secure infrastructure and logistical
support, including the development of policies, procedures and systems
in the country. Within FINCAj Guatemala, there are regional offices that
provide the link between the national Guatemalan office and the local
village banks.

They provide the guidance and technical assistance for

clients under the direction of the Guatemalan country director.

35
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Figure 1: Affiliate Model

Guatemala
City

FINCA
International

Villa
Nueva

FINCAj
Guatemala

Jalapa

Adapted from:
Candace Nelson, Barbara MkNelly, Kathleen Stack, & Lawrence
Yanovitch, Village Banking: The State of the Practice. (New York: The SEEP Network &
UNIFEM, 1996),39.

Established

In

1996, FINCAj Guatemala is an affiliate of FINCA

International, based in Washington, D.C.

Its purpose is to provide

financial services to the world's poorest families to create jobs, raise
household incomes and improve the standard of living. FINCA delivers
these services through a global network of locally managed, selfsupporting individuals.

38

Although FINCAj Guatemala is an affiliate of

FINCA International, it only receives a small portion of its funding,
mainly start-up capital, through FINCA International.

In fact, it must

pay an affiliation fee to "belong" to the international partner. In the past,
FINCA affiliates received additional funding by implementing projects
with US government aid. In recent years, this external aid, for example
38

FINCA International Annual Report 2003, www.villagebanking.org/annua1.pdf.
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from

USAID,

IS

channeled

through

large

contractors

Development Alternatives, Inc. (DAI) and Chemonics.

including

They provide

management, technical assistance, research, and special expertise. They
may also work on grant management where some money may fall down
to in-country NGOs, but not at the same level as before. Due to the shift
in funding as a movement towards large contractors, it is much harder to
receive significant USAID funding. FINCA/Guatemala must rely on other
sources, specifically local banks in Guatemala.

FINCA/ Guatemala has

three lines of credit from three different banks in Guatemala of which
they must pay interest monthly. At the same time, FINCA/ Guatemala
has additional leverage through an agreement between Citigroup and
FINCA International. FINCA/ Guatemala is able to borrow more because
of a letter of guarantee from Citibank.

There are three guarantees of

1.5: 1, 1.5: 1 and 1.4: 1. For example, if Citibank guarantees US$100,000,
FINCA/Guatemala

will

receive

a

US$150,000

line

of

credit.

FINCA/Guatemala needs its clients to repay their loans as scheduled in
order for the VBI to repay the line of credit plus interest.
As of fiscal year 2003, FINCA operates in Latin America with 6,345
village banking groups covering 113,754 clients with an average loan size
of US$266.

Surprisingly FINCA does not operate in Bolivia - the

birthplace of village banking and FINCA.

As of January 10, 2005,

FINCA/ Guatemala has served 7,661 clients in 502 banking groups,
99.4% of which are women.

The total loans equal 8,354,669.84

Quetzales or approximately US$1.07 million with an average loan size of
US$140.

b. "Non-affiliate" VBIs
The second category of VBI organizational structure studied is the
"non-affiliate" VBIs.

Figure 2 visually presents this relationship. The

non-affiliates are domestic institutions without any affiliation with a
larger international partner.

They may be local, regional, or national.

Typically these VBIs are affiliated with local financial institutions, which
serve as the implementing agents for village banking. The non-affiliates
are based locally and nested in a community network.

The staff

managers and loan officers are familiar with the cultural context and can
integrate into the village bank cOI:J:lmunities.

Unfortunately, the non-

affiliates often lack the financial resources to carry out programs of deep
outreach to the poorest members of the community.
Figure 2: Non-Afffiiate Model

Independent

NGO

Independent

NGO
Adapted from:
Candace Nelson, Barbara MkNelly, Kathleen Stack, & Lawrence
Yanovitch, Village Banking: The State of the Practice. (New York: The SEEP Network &
UNIFEM, 1996), 39.
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The Guatemalan example of a non-affiliate is FAPE. It is one of the
earliest examples of small-loan lending in Guatemala founded during the
infancy of micro-lending in Latin America.

In 1984, 15 evangelical

Christians used seed capital for microenterprise development.

The

progression of the organization reflects its early history as one of the first
small lenders in Guatemala.

Recently, it has had to be more adaptive

and innovative as it faces increasing competition from both commercial
lenders and Northern NGO-affiliated banks in the country.

In 1999, a

change in leadership led to a more professional and business approach
in its lending. 39
One difficulty FAPE encounters as a Christian organization is loan
repayment from its clients.

Its motto "Proclamamos a Cristo Sirviendo"

(We proclaim to serve Christ) draws many misperceptions of its role In

microenterprise development.

Many of its clients are accustomed to

receiving regalos (gifts) from aid organizations, and therefore expect or
believe that microcredit is a gift. The legacy of gifting requires a change
in culture at the village banking level. Although the group methodology
in village banking puts pressure on the individual for repayment, it must
overcome a sense of entitlement by participants. Additionally, to obtain
a group loan with FAPE, there are three requirements: to have an
established business, to live in the community near the village banking

39

Sergio Roberto Gonzalez, personal cOffiIpunication, 17 January 2005.

group, and to desire to work in a group setting for the loans and
repayments. Although FAPE targets many indigenous communities, the
established business requirement limits how deep into poverty FAPE will
reach.

Their target group will be economically active but without

previous access to credit. Additionally, although village banking targets
a wider geographic area, there must be enough interest to form a group
with FAPE and a desire for group collaboration and teamwork.
FAPE is responsible for securing its own funding.

Currently its

main source of funding is a loan from the Inter-American Development
Bank (IADB). It does not have any commercial bank loans. FAPE would
like to grow, but currently, funding is the limiting factor.

It is

investigating other funding sources including a loan from the Central
American Bank for Economic Integration as well as the opportunity to
work with other organizations. 4o Through December 31, 2004, FAPE
served 2,444 clients through 109 different banking groups.

A group

averaged 23 clients with an average loan size of U8$186.
FAPE works as a non-affiliate VBI in Guatemala in comparison to
FINCA/ Guatemala's affiliation with FINCA International.

The following

section explains the flexibility ranking system and how the contrasting
organizational structures are analyzed.

40

Gloria Corona, personal communication, 21 January 2005.
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3. The Guatemalan Cases
Through a case study of these two VBls, this paper investigates
each organization's structure and how this may affect the programming,
loan size, loan defaults, client retention rates, and financial operations of
VBls to test the hypothesis that the larger and more globally focused a
VBI is, the more rigid the village banking model.

This rigidity would

illustrate how village banking programs adopting these structures have
changed very little from the original 1980s Bolivian model.

In turn,

based on the four key factors of village banking cited earlier (deep
outreach, sustainability, client focus, and culture of innovation), a more
rigid structure may show that it is less innovative and client focused
than intended and thus, less effective when considered against the four
key factors of village banking.

A rigid structure may have to meet

specific financial sustainability requirements, thereby biasing toward
more urban and thus more easily accessible clients. It may not always
adapt to client needs based on one set· model and lead to a lack of
innovation.
In contrast, without financial sustainability, a VBI will not have the
financial resources to provide its services to the poor.

The need for

flexibility must be carefully weighed against the financial sustainability of
the VBI. This thesis. draws on examples from field research where there
are arguments for both flexible and rigid models of village banking.

41

Ultimately, I argue that flexibility is needed and the ultimate goal should
always be poverty alleviation.
To evaluate relative rigidity versus flexibility, this paper presents a
ranking scheme. The original "Hatch" model - a relatively rigid approach
- becomes a baseline against which more flexible approaches can be
compared.

Table 6 presents a VBI scoring/ranking system for a

program's rigidity or flexibility based on a scale between 1 and 5. A score
of three maps into the basic characteristics for the original Hatch model.
A score of 5 indicates a more flexible change, and a score of 1 represents
a more rigid structure in comparison to the original Hatch model. The
higher the numerical score of the VBI, the greater the flexibility of the
VBI.

This ranking system will provide a benchmark for increasing or

decreasing flexibility as VBls associate with international microfinance
partners. Furthermore, the scoring system is complemented by in-depth
descriptive case studies of each organization and supplemented as much
as possible with personal narratives.

Table 6

STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERISTICS
II

5

4

Increasing
flexibility
REPAYMENT
SCHEDULE
CLIENT GENDER
BANK MEETING
FREQUENCY
LOAN CEILING
FORCED SAVINGS
VOLUNTARY
SAVINGS
LIQUIDITY OF
SAVINGS

Varying Term
Structure
Mixed
Gender
Biweekly or
Less

3

1

•

"Hatch"
Model

Increasing
rigidity

16 Weeks

>16
Weeks

Women
Onl

Men Only

Weekly

Greater than
$300
Less than
20%

2

$300
20%

Greater
than
weekl
Less than
$300
Greater
than 20%

Offered

None

N/A

Accessible

Savings
frozen for
loan
enod

Frozen
longer
than loan
enod
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CHAPTER 6: The Bolivian Cases

When juxtaposing Bolivia with Guatemala, one can more easily see
the relationship of flexibility with VBIs and their clients. Both countries
have a large number of indigenous groups, a mountainous and difficult
to navigate terrain, along with a large and growing informal sector.

In

Bolivia's altiplano, where microfinance is thriving, the Aymaras are the
largest indigenous ethnic group. In EI Alto, the fast-growing city for the
informal sector, two rows of vendors line the streets. Blue tarps stretch
across the streets filled with vegetables, fruit, flowers, clothes, or school
supplies.

Behind these merchants are more permanent structures 

sometimes shops in the formal sector and other times an informal
garment factory. Many of the merchants walk into EI Alto daily from the
surrounding highlands. The large informal sector of EI Alto serves as a
breeding ground for microlenders to work.

Bolivia acts as a model for

Latin American microfinance success. Access to credit is plentiful with a
high level of cOI?petition between lenders.

Microfinance organizations

seek to carve out a niche for themselves. This chapter will examine two
different VBIs in Bolivia: CRECER and Pro Mujer. The objective of this
chapter is to cull lessons from these cases to apply to Guatemala.
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1. CRECER

Before Credit with Education, life in her Bolivian village was hard for
Geovana, a 20-year-old mother of two children, ages 3 and 1. She and her
husband struggled with poverty. In fact, Geovana says, "I knew how to
beg, but I did not know how to sell." But after her mother-in-law took out a
loan through Credit with Education, Geovana began to see that there was
another way! She joined the local Credit with Education association. And
with her own loan, Geovana started a business making and selling tortas,
empanadas, and gallititas. The work was not easy, and she feared she
might fail. "It was the first time I started a business," she remembers,
"and I was... afraid that I wouldn't be able to pay back the loan." Geovana
worked with the other women in her group, offering moral support and
friendship. Today Geovana reflects, "Credit with Education has helped me
to value myself as a woman, to raise my children, and to keep on going
with business. "41

a. Background and History
Freedom

from

Hunger,

a

California

NGO,

restructured

its

organization in 1990 and implemented the Hatch model of village
banking through the work of CRECER. Its new strategy was to integrate
access to credit with maternal child health programs.

FFH had

previously worked solely to improve nutrition and eliminate hunger
worldwide. This relationship sought financial viability for its educational
programs. It is important to note that financial viability is not the same
as being subsidy free. 42 CRECER adopted the Hatch model with FFH's
.original work to create a credit with education program. CRECERjFFH

41
42

Freedom from Hunger, www.freedomfromhunger.org.
Rhyne, Mainstreaming Microjinance, 87.
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faced a difficult, dual goal of improving rural women's health along with
improving women's access to credit and economic activities.
In 1995, FFH decided to transform CRECER into an independent
Bolivian organization while increasing the scale of program outreach and
activities.

Another goal of the split was to develop a financially self

sustainable organization. In 2002, CRECER was composed completely of
Bolivian staff.

Although FFH remains as one member on its Board of

Directors, CRECER is established and governed as a local institution.
The local institutional establishment spurred growth of its
programs and its financial viability.

Although originally begun as an

affiliate VBI, CRECER's operations are independent and serve as an
example of affiliate VBIs gaining flexibility and autonomy.

In fact, the

data will show that CRECER is better ofras a result of the separation in
affiliation.
CRECER believes in integrated financial and educational servIces
to the very poor, explicitly targeting women.

Its three-prong goal is to

improve the health, nutrition, and family income of its members through
a

CRECER is poverty-focused by

village banking methodology.

international, national, and local standards. In regards to international
poverty measures, 41% of its clients live in absolute poverty, defined to
be less than US$1jday adjusted for purchasing power parity.

By

national levels, 73% of members of CRECER groups are below Bolivia's
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national poverty line. Locally, 19.8% of CRECER clients are among the
poorest 20% of their own communities. 43
CRECER

uses

geographic

targeting

Via

UNDP

benchmark

measures and indices, as well as national statistics, to identify and target
poorer departments within Bolivia. 44 CRECER uses this. data to identify
future expansion to poorer areas. To remain financially viable, CRECER
mixes rural areas with poorer clients but more costly programs, with
peri-urban communities, which have fewer citizens in absolute poverty
but are more profitable programs than rural ones.
CRECER's staff comes from the same villages as clients which
significantly aids in cultural understanding. The staffs local knowledge
of resources and networks facilitates cooperation and dissemination of
area-specific information. The staff is committed to the poverty-focused
objective, as is the product.
mcreases,

a

frequent

accessible

savmgs,

are

Small initial loan SIzes, incremental loan

repayment
designed

schedule,
to

and

encourage

compulsory,

yet

elementary credit

knowledge.

43 Anton Simanowitz & Alice Walter, "Ensuring Impact: Reaching the Poorest while
Building Financially Self-Sufficient Institutions, and Showing Improvement in the Lives
of the Poorest Women and Their Families," In Pathways out of Poverty: Innovations in
Microfinancefor the Poorest Families, ed. Samuel Daley-Harris (Bloomfield, CT:
Kumarian Press, Inc., 2001), 13.
44 Simanowitz and Walter, "Ensuring Impact," 43.
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b. Village Banking Logistics: CRECER
As shown in Table 6, CRECER advocates small loan sizes and a
3.5% monthly interest rate. There is no collateral involved, only a joint
guarantee within the banking group. Clients must repay the loan plus
interest accrued during each meeting.

Meetings are mandatory and

include an educational component of health care, nutrition, self-esteem
building, or small business management to reach CRECER's dual goal.
To be eligible to receive a loan, women must be between the ages of 18
60 with some type of economic activity or plans to start one, reside in the
same community as the banking group, and be willing to save.
Table 6

•

5

1

Increasing
flexibility
REPAYMENT
SCHEDULE
CLIENT GENDER

Increasing
rigidity

"Hatch"
Model

Varying Term
Structure
Mixed
Gender

~

16 Weeks
Men Only
Greater
than
weekl
Less than
$300
Greater
than 20%

BANK MEETING
FREQUENCY

Weekly

LOAN CEILING

$300

FORCED SAVINGS

20%

VOLUNTARY
SAVINGS

None

N/A

Savings
frozen for
loan
eriod
3

Frozen
longer
than loan
eriod
1

LIQUIDITY OF
SAVINGS
TOTAL SCORE

= 29

0
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0

CRECER exclusively targets women. In fact, CRECER only offers
loans to women.

Each loan cycle lasts for six months with meetings

integrated into the loan cycle every 15 days.
members administer external credit.

During the meetings, the

First loans are usually US$200

with a maximum loan size for all cycles set to US$800. 45 The small loan
amounts allow CRECER to build a niche in the poorer districts and
communities of Bolivia. It reaches many clients without previous access
to credit or other financial services. Women are required to save 10% of
the loan amount during each cycle. The required savings may then be
used as internal capital within the banking group.

Each member may

also voluntarily save an additional amount if she wishes. The forced and
voluntary savings are also accessible at any time during the loan period
to decrease personal vulnerability faced by clients during emergencies.
In addition to these structural characteristics, Dunford finds that
CRECER clients have a greater likelihood of positive fulfillment for basic
needs compared to non-clients. CRECER clients are better able to cope
with periods of food-stress because of an ability to purchase food in
bulk, 46 Additionally, Dunford discovered an increase in human capital
through the dual credit with education component. Although the women
may not always change health practices, an increase in knowledge of
health and nutrition practices exists among the clients.
45
46

CRECER, www.crecer.org.bo.
Simanowitz and Walter, "Ensuring Impact,"53.
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--------,
Women's empowerment, at both the household level and at the
community level, improved. Dunford ranks empowerment on a scale of
1-7 with 7 being the maximum level or "most empowered." The score
quantifies women's status and social networks in the community.
CRECER clients averaged a score of 4.2 whereas both non-clients and
the control group scored 2.6. 47
Furthermore, CRECER clients are now better equipped to cope
with risk and have decreased their asset and income vulnerability. Prior
to joining a CRECER group, 78% of clients had no savings. 48

Now,

although the majority of clients still suffer hardships in the hungry
season, only 22% are forced to sell animals to compensate in comparison
to 45% of the control group.49 As a result of involvement with CRECER,
clients are able to protect valuable assets, in this case animals, better
than

prior

to

involvement.

CRECER

encourages

strategies

diversification of income to decrease personal vulnerability.

for

CRECER

permits access to emergency cash and bulk buying of food as an
alternative to selling assets, thereby leading to improved profits and
savings by clients.

47
48

49

Simanowitz and Walter, "Ensuring Impact," 27.
Simanowitz and Walter, "Ensuring Impact," 29.
Simanowitz and Walter, "Ensuring Impact," 29.
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c. Lessons from CRECER
The work of CRECER demonstrates the power of beginning as an
affiliate of a Northern NGO before transferring to a non-affiliate.
CRECER was able to use its relationship with FFH to implement initial
groups through seed funding, infrastructure, and training.

Since

becoming an independent Bolivian organization, CRECER's success
results from this sound foundation. FFH initiated CRECER's work with
the necessary materials, training on both the education and health care
components, and infrastructure.
developing countries.

CRECER serves as a model for many

Often locally based organizations have the

motivation and knowledge of resources and information networks, but
lack the capital to make the vision a reality. CRECER also shows that
once initiated, non-affiliated VBIs can grow and prosper.
CRECER is a

model for

both

international

NGOs and

local

institutions.

First, international NGOs often have the prestige and

connections

to

secure

grants

and

funding

from

international

organizations, including the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB).
Second,

international

NGOs

development strategies.

are

strong

m

building

models

of

In this case, village banking is a development

model that provides access to financial services, including savings and
credit, often accompanied by non-financial services of business and
health education training.
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A weakness of international NGOs is local knowledge, which is where
the local staff members excel.

CRECER uses staff from the same

working communities. They can use the basic village banking model and
adapt it as necessary to fit the local context.

Once trained and

established, the local staff are qualified to lead the VBI.

In fact, as

CRECER shows, the local staff may often be able to display greater
flexibility and creativity because they are able to think and move beyond
the basic model.
Once independent, it is important that the international VBI remains
connected to the new institution - the relationship FFH has as a board
member of CRECER. This structure allows for additional consultation as
necessary with the understanding that the local institution is completely
independent. In short, it is beneficial to create micro "incubators" with
connections to international markets for implementing the village
banking model, but allow them autonomy and independence once
established.

CRECER shows that a combination between affiliate and

non-affiliate may allow for the best return.

This is in contrast to Pro

Mujer, the next Bolivian VBI studied, which has remained part of an
international network.
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2.

Pro Mujer

When Edith found out that Pro Mujer
offered business training and small
loans for women interested in starting
their own business, Edith· decided to
take action. She secured her first loan
and purchased some flour, butter and
firewood to start a small bakery
business.
In time, the number of
customers went up and Edith decided
to expand her offerings. She now has a small convenience store
where she sells her bread and other staple items. Edith continues to
attend Pro Mujer's sessions to gain information on sexually
transmitted diseases, cancer screening, proper nutrition and family
planning. She also attends business sessions where she has
leamed new skills on the ro er dis la 0 roducts in her store. 50
0

a. Background and History
The work of Pro Mujer, both internationally and in Bolivia,
originated with mothers' clubs, which served as community aid
organizations to distribute food· donations in El Alto and La Paz,
Bolivia. s1 The mothers' increasing dependency on the clubs for food aid
alarmed the staff of the mothers' clubs.

They decided to organize

training to encourage self-sufficiency in place of this dependency. Part of
the food distribution time was devoted to empowerment training,
including health and early childhood development.

Despite ongoing

health training, the mothers continued to have large families, in spite of
living in poverty, because of the assumption that more children would
mean more workers arid an increase in the family income. To increase

50
51

Pro Mujer, www.promujer.org.
Rhyne, Mainstreaming Microfinance, 82.
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the income of the women, Pro Mujer adopted the village banking model
for the mothers' clubs in 1990. Its mission remains to support women
who live in socioeconomic exclusion with integrated participatory services
so

that

they

may

achieve

personal,

family,

and

community

sustainability.52
The earliest stage of Pro Mujer's village bank work closely
resembled welfare instead of access to financial services, as intended.
The first loans had no interest. 53

Without a source of income for the

women, the loans were unsustainable.

Internal lending from group

savings often repaid delinquent loan payments.

Gradually, as the

system adapted to local context, the approach shifted from a handout or
gift system to a professional business credit program.
currently operates in Bolivia, Peru, Nicaragua, and Mexico.

Pro Mujer
In Bolivia

alone, it serves 55,000clients. The average loan size is US$146 and it
has cumulatively dispersed US$77 million in loans.54

b. Village Banking Logistics: Pro Mujer
\

Pro Mujer believes in an integrated service methodology of credit,
business development, and education, all in conjunction with ongoing
training.

Communal associations, adapted from the village banking

methodology, have 15-40 members with an average association size of

52

53
54

Dunford, "Building Better Lives," 124.
Rhyne, Mainstreaming Microfinance 83.
Pro Mujer, www.promujer.org
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23, 98% of whom are women. Communal association meetings are held
every 7, 14, or 28 days depending on the seniority of the group and the
credit terms of the loan. 55

Each meeting lasts 2 hours with an

established agenda followed every time.

This agenda consists of an

organizational stage, payment session, and a training session, which can
be administrative, business development, or health related.

Credit

training may include money management, marketing, pncmg, or other
business improving strategies.

Health and empowerment training

consists of nutrition, hygiene, basic human rights, and domestic violence
tactics. 56
Meetings are held in Pro Mujer Focus Centers.
strategically located in working communities.

The centers are

More than 80% of its

clients live within lh hour travel time of the center. The remaining 20%
of its clients live farther way, often because of a change in residence
since joining the communal associations. 57 Members of the communal
associations organize into solidarity groups and elect both "a management
committee and a credit committee.
Before receiving the group's first loan, each member must attend a
16-hour pre-credit training program. 58 Pro Mujer staff explicitly discuss
the communal association organization, credit terms, and institutional
rules surrounding the group loan and involvement with Pro Mujer.
55
56
57

58

Dunford, "Building Better Lives," 124.
Pro Mujer, www.promujer.org
Dunford, "Building Better Lives," 124.
Pro Mujer, www.promujer.org
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During the subsequent repayment meetings, ongomg training, as
discussed earlier, usually lasts about 30 minutes per meeting.
Pro Mujer does not grant consumer loans. Instead, investment in
profitable economic activities is required.

Pro Mujer targets socio

economically marginalized women with a microbusiness or no business
at all.

Clients are typically indigenous women recently migrated from

rural areas or former mining towns. Often, the women's husband and/ or
sons are unemployed former farm laborers or miners. 59 These women
have a limited access to credit; overcoming this constraint, Pro Mujer
makes financial services including credit and savings accessible to the
members of the communal associations.

These women are at the

threshold and moderate levels of poverty as defined by the Bolivian
National Statistical Institute and have little, if any, education. 6o
Pro Mujer, like CRECER, offers additional non-financial servIces
with business development training and health services.

Business

training in skill development and improvement techniques occurs at
regular meetings throughout the total loan cycle. Pro Mujer staff provide
technical

individual

client

consultations

and

follow-up

visits

supplement the general business skills taught during meetings. 61

to
Pro

Mujer also offers additional health services to clients. Thirty minutes of
each meeting are reserved for one health topic.

Primary healthcare

Eugene Vers}uysen, Defying the Odds: Banking for the Poor, (West Hartford,
CT:Kumarian Press, Inc., 1999), 163.
60 Dunford, "Building Better Lives," 127.
61 Versluysen, Defying the Odds, 164.
59

56

servIces offered include screenmg campaigns for breast and cervical
caner as well as STDs.62 In addition, nurses at the Focus Centers attend
to women's health and provide children with vaccinations and other
health needs. Table 7 shows both the structural characteristics of Pro
Mujer described above and additional core indicators of the village
banking model.

Table 7
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8

Pro Mujer, www.promujer.org.
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9

0

0

Communal association loan terms and repayment schedules are
based on the loan cycle. The duration of the 1st loan cycle is 12 weeks
and the 2 nd loan cycle lasts 16 weeks. During these first two loan cycles,
clients repay the loan in weekly installments. For the 3 rd loan cycle and
above, loan repayments happen twice a month on the condition that that
communal association organization,

cohesion,

administration,

and

number of members are at acceptable levels to the Pro Mujer
management. Loan cycle 3 and 4 are 20-week terms, loans 5 and 6 last
24 weeks, and during the 7 th loan cycle and longer, repayment occurs
over 28 weeks. 63 Pro Mujer exclusively targets women. Most members
are middle-aged women with several children. 64 Meetings occur every 7,
14, or 28 days dependent on seniority of the communal association
group and the credit terms of the loan cycle.
Pro Mujer's goal is to have its own market niche through group
lending in spite of the trend in Bolivia for a shift in microfinance towards
commercialization of individual credit. Pro Mujer carves its own market
niche with a maximum loan size of US$1000. 65

Unfortunately, it also

places constraints on the financial viability of market outreach.
Pro Mujer has a variable rate of forced savings that is dependent
on the seniority of the group.

During the first three loan cycles, Pro

Mujer clients are required to save 20% of the loan value.

Dunford, "Building Better Lives," 124.
Versluysen, Defying the Odds, 164.
65 Pro Mujer, www.promujer.org.

63

64

58

During loan

cycles 4-6, required savings equals 15% and during cycles 7-9, required
savings drops to 10% of the loan value. If a client wishes, she may save
at a higher rate during each loan cycle. 66

Pro Mujer clients may save

additional deposits with no minimum or maximum value on demand
during the payment time of a communal association meeting.

The

voluntary savings may be withdrawn on demand during the same time at
meetings. These savings earn a fIxed interest rate of 13%.67
One mechanism for increasing the flexibility of operations involves
the use of the internal account. Pro Mujer advocates for a higher use of
client internal accounts.

Clients can borrow from a pool of funds

managed by the village bank. These loans can begin at any time with a
minimum of paper work required.
Another common factor in Bolivian microfInance is the competition
amongst organizations for clients. It is often a sad and humbling reality.
Rhyne writes:
Carmen Velasco [Executive Director Pro Mujer Bolivia] says that
some of Pro Mujer's very poor clients have been broken. She
recounts visiting delinquent borrowers in Cochabamba at their
homes in the evening. At one very poor house the husband came
out asking, "Who are you?" the group identifIed itself as Pro Mujer
staff. The husband began a tirade. "Oh, the people from FIE were
just here ten minutes ago. Yes, this stupid woman of mine has
taken two loans." They could see the woman sitting on a bench
inside weeping. "But don't worry," he said. "Tomorrow she's
getting a loan from BancoSol." For Velasco, the worst of this
episode was the man's belief that the third loan would solve their
troubles. 68
66
67
68

Dunford, "Building Better Lives," 125.
Dunford, "Building Better Lives," 126.
Rhyne, Mainstreaming Microfinance, 145.

Based on this encounter and others, Pro Mujer has altered its loan
eligibility policy. Clients are ineligible for Pro Mujer loans if they have
any additional loans from other microlenders. This adaptation reduces
the flexibility characteristic of Pro Mujer's operations. Despite Pro
Mujer's relatively flexible approach, the explosion of microcredit and
associated increases in defaults has driven the introduction of this more
rigid requirement. In this case, the rigidity of allowing clients to have
only Pro Mujer loans is a client-focused initiative to protect her from
falling into a debt trap. It also serves as an example of a situation where
a flexible approach may indeed generate costs for poverty-focused, client
driven VBIs.

c. Lessons From Pro Mujer
It is important to account for. potential difficulties arising from
increasing access to financial services and providing a benefit to the
poorest sector of society.

With the large number of microlenders in

Bolivia emerging, some clients do not realize the potential drawbacks of
loans leading to debt. The increased competition encourages advertising
and other marketing schemes that highlight success stor.ies without
basic education on how to use loans effectively and wisely. Based on this
competition and the Rhyne story, non-financial services are pertinent for
those in absolute poverty especially in Bolivia.
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Pro Mujer Bolivia works closely with its clients through ongOIng
training.

At the Focus Centers, onsite nurses allow for women to see

trained, attentive, and committed care workers who assist in prevention
and early detection of disease. The nurses will also care for the women's
children when requested.
planning.

The Focus Centers also assist in family

Although family planning centers exist in communities, Pro

Mujer's focus centers overcome women's fears of stigmatization. At" Pro
Mujer, a women inside the center could be learning about loans or
condoms. Pro Mujer's commitment to education and training along with
financial services displays a holistic approach to its development
strategy.

For its model to be replicated, it requires careful internal

monitoring. However, the model tends to encourage spreading resources
too thin. Pro Mujer has been successful, but a new VBI may not have
this success. It is important to remember that the clients of Pro Mujer
live in poverty with substandard living conditions.

Implementing

mediocre financial services with mediocre training may inflict more harm
than poverty alleviation for the women. Pro Mujer should be used as a
loose model to illustrate an effective implementation of financial services
with business and health education. The Pro Mujer model is resource
intensive. It is only able to accomplish the work with access to funds.
Pro Mujer has this luxury of access to both financial and non
financial services due to resources of an internationally-affiliated VBI.
Pro Mujer has a network of training materials to implement within the
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credit activities of the organization.

A smaller, local VBl may be

stretched far too thin if it adopted Pro Mujer's historic strategy.
The next section examines the field research from Guatemala with
FlNCA and FAPE.

Its aim is to build on the lessons learned in this

chapter to provide a conceptual understanding of the relationship
between VBl structure and flexibility.
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CHAPTER 7: Field Work: VBIs in Guatemala

Recuperacion
The other side of the story...
A narrow but long concrete home sat along side the main road. The
women slowly filed in for the meeting of recuperation. The group's loan
cycle finished on December 29th, but on January 12th they met again
because of one delinquent member. I looked around trying to determine
who I thought was the problem of the group. It was a group of various
ages - ranging from the two 70 year old sisters in beautiful woven skirts
andflip-flops, to the younger 30 year old woman in heels and stylish jeans
who sold cosmetics in town. While we waited, I began to chat with the
women; suddenly a younger woman walked in flustered. She wore a jean
-overall jumper, was obviously pregnant, and carried a two-year-old
pigtailed little daughter. Ericka was the one defaulting on the loan. The
group lending model is designed so that no one is left behind - every
member of the group is responsible for the total loan amount. Ericka still
did not have the US$100 that she needed. The solution? The group would
take her guarantee, her collateral that she used at the beginning of the
loan period. In her case it was the family's television - a status symbol
and a luxury. The tears fell during the meeting while her little daughter
was screaming and ,misbehaving. One could watch the stress and anxiety
in her body build as the FINCA workers told her that they had no choice.
FINCA forced the other group members to walk to her house and take the
television. Ericka had until the following day to come up with the missing
loan amount or the group would sell the television to make up· the
remaining loan amount. Taking the television added more tension to the
group. As we left the long narrow concrete home and crossed the main
artery through town, we stood in the hot baking sun on the dirt road
waiting for all of the members to exit. No one wanted to take the television
adding to the tension. As we waited in a group, Ericka stood about 20
meters away, crying to a friend at the local tienda. Domestic trouble
would likely ensue when her husband discovered the missing television.
Ericka left briefly. She worked out a deal with another friend in the
village, who was not part of the banking group, to borrow the money.
Retuming 10 minutes later with tears flowing, she handed the money to
the oldest woman without looking at her. It was unclear that microcredit
was helping Ericka break the cycle of poverty.
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1. FINCA

FINCA
entrepreneurs.

International

has

a

history

of

supporting

women

Of its 7,661 clients, FINCAj Guatemala has 49 men,

making 99.4% of its clients women, labeled in Table 8 as women only. In
the communities of field observation, specifically in Guatemala City and
Villa Nueva, the repayment schedule was set at 16 weeks. The village
bank groups were located in the urban sprawl of Guatemala City. Most
of the women were low-income mestizos. FINCA does, however, offer 6
month loan cycles in the interior rural communities.

In these areas

agricultural production is more common; with a growing cycle the
returns on investment will take longer to mature.

Another reason for

this extended time accommodation is the longer distances the women
must travel to repay the loans at the banks. This adaptation occurred to
ease the burden on the clients.
held every 14 days.

FINCAj Guatemala bank meetings are

For those banks located in the interior of the

country with 6-month loan cycles, bank meetings are held every 30 days.
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than 20%

FORCED SAVINGS
VOLUNTARY
SAVINGS

Offered

LIQUIDITY OF
SAVINGS

Accessible

TOTAL SCORE = 25

10

N/A
Savings
frozen for
loan
eriod
6

8

FINCAj Guatemala does not have a maximum loan amount. First
time loans range between 400Quetzales
(~US$230).

and 1800 Quetzales

If a client borrows the maximum loan amount each cycle,

after three years
(~US$641).

(~US$51)

her loan will

be

approximately 5000 Quetzales

Furthermore, at the beginning of each loan cycle, there is a

required savings of 100Quetzales

(~US$13).

The percent of forced

savings varies by client as a function of the loan amount. Assuming that
the first loan varies from 400Quetzales to 1800 Quetzales, the forced
savings would be between 5% and 25% of the loan.

The smaller loan

sizes are typically reserved for the poorer clients.

The fixed forced
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savings size places a greater burden on the poorer clients who are more
likely to be new to the credit market. Additional savings are encouraged.
If a client wishes to place additional savings into the account, she must

deposit it during the first meeting of a new cycle.

Savings remain

illiquid for as long as a woman is a client of FINCA. She may access her
savings only when she leaves FINCA.
FINCA encourages each woman to diversify business ventures to
maximize income; this diversification was especially apparent in the peri
urban groups. FINCA also advocates cash availability every 15 days for
loan repayments. Many women had two or three different business
investments using a percentage of the loan.

The women would

informally coordinate the business cycles of each investment to allow for
one peak to occur during another valley. Handicrafts are often an
additional source of revenue.

For example, one woman sold school

uniforms in the market. Her busy season was the week preceding each
school year, but during the middle of the school year, hardly anyone in
the community was in the market for new school uniforms. During her
free time, she makes and sells handicrafts along with selling atole 69 in
the market. Another FINCA client diversifies her customer base. During
the week she sells snacks in a cart by the market and on the weekend
she transforms her home into a small family cafe.
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A warm drink made from corn flour often sold on cool nights in Guatemalan markets.
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A misconceived stereotype of microcredit recipients is the view that
everyone invests in a value-added craft. The typical example highlighted
in the microcredit literature is a woman buying a sewing machine to
increase production.

Contrary to this example, many of the FINCA

clients interviewed traveled to Guatemala City to buy goods in bulk more
cheaply and then return to the community market. The women would
often travel four or five times each week leaving on a 4am bus to the
capital.

In the capit\'l-l, women buy fruits, vegetables, clothing, or

cosmetics. The loans enable the women to pay up front in cash. The
loans also facilitate bulk buying at lower prices and eliminate the need to
purchase on credit.

Since Guatemala City merchants charge much

higher per unit prices for small purchases on credit, microcredit reduces
costs for entrepreneurs.
Furthermore, some women slowly build inventory.

One FINCA

client started selling a few small goods on a blue tarp near the market.
She has slowly increased both her market profits and her FINCA savings.
With this additional revenue, she began a small store in her home. With
each subsequent loan, she has added to the physical infrastructure of
the store with a window, a display case, and now bars across the window
front.
In addition to reselling goods in the market, some women buy
fabric in Guatemala City and sew clothes to sell in their houses or on a
blue tarp spread out in the street. Many FINCA women also choose to
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sell food products. At the home of the Senores de Fe group meetings, the
woman sells both white corn and black corn tortillas cooked on her
comal. 7o During the meeting, three young girls stopped by the house to

buy tortillas for their mothers. Additionally, as mentioned in the context
of diversification of income, some women sell Guatemalan snacks in a
cart stationed near the market but also with the ability to freely move
around the community.
In general, FINCA clients did not have access to credit prior to their
involvement with FINCA.

Most respondents interviewed are satisfied

with FINCA's work. One noticeable difference between respondents was
the length of involvement with FINCA. The longer the relationship, the
more confident the responses were. In the Roca Fuerte group, which is
currently in its 15th loan cycle, the women are very confident and excited
to tell individual stories of involvement.

Furthermore, the strength of

Roca Fuerte rests in the strong group mentality. One woman began as a

housekeeper for a wealthy family.
money.

Little by little she saved her loan

She started selling mini ice cream cups from her house.

Now

she even makes cakes and a few other "baked" goods. The advantage to
working at home is not having to find childcare after school. All of the
women have the same goals. They want to work together collaborately so
they take membership in Roca Fuerte seriously. They are all part of Roca
Fuerte because they can work in groups and because they enjoy working
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A clay disc where tortillas are cooked over a fire.
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with the group. If one woman has difficulty within her business or with
repayment, she is encouraged to talk to the group and keep them
informed. They also have an agreement: whatever comes to the group
stays in the group.

The responsibility between all group members

encourages the empowerment of all women through leadership roles in
the group.
When asked what more FINCA could provide, many clients expressed
interest in insurance. They articulated a need for a form of a guarantee
that when they die, their children will not be forced into debt to repay
outstanding loan payments.

Furthermore, not only death but also

natural disasters concern the women.

In these instances, the women

would be financially unable to repay the loans. Microinsurance is a topic
on the forefront of the microenterprise and microfinance discussions.
Michael

McCord

of

the

Microinsurance

Centre

claims

that

microinsurance is the newest non-financial service that could be

delivered alongside traditional village banking practices. 71 For women at
or below the poverty level, microinsurance may provide the extra cushion
to encourage village banking and eliminate some fear of a permanent
debt cycle.
FINCA has increased its flexibility from the original Hatch model, but
still remains committed to a standard model of village banking.

This

belief stems from the international network of FINCA VBls. It facilitat.es
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Michael J. McCord, personal communication, 9 September 2005.
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expanSIOn

of

operations

and

monitoring

headquarters in Washington, D.C.

of

programs

from

its

Its centralized structure also

mandates conditionality with the standard model to remain a member of
the FINCA network. This contrasts with the FAPE example of increased
flexibility in a non-affiliate VBI as described in the following section.

2. FAPE
In the semi-rural communities outside of Guatemala City, FAPE
loan cycles are for 6 months. Typically FAPE clients are involved with
agricultural-related

businesses

(raising animals)

traditional products (artesian).

or production

The businesses requIre a

of

longer

production time leading to a longer waiting period for the return on
capital. Vernancia in Las Estrellas Relumbrantes group grows garlic,
beans, and corn in her field. She uses the loan to invest in the seeds for
her garden. After the harvest, she will travel to Chimaltenango to sell her
vegetables. Vernancia benefits from the longer loan cycles. With shorter
cycles, she would have to repay loans in full before plant maturity.
Vernancia is thankful to God for
substantially with her income.
loan cycle of 6 months.

the

loans which helped

her

FAPE adjusts for the delay with a longer

In the urban and peri-urban locations, loan

cycles are for the traditional 16-week period.
Table 9 illustrates the ranking for FAPE.
every 15 days for both loan cycles.
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Bank meetings occur

The biweekly loan repayment is a

smaller percentage of the total loan SIze for the 6-month loan clients.
The smaller but more frequent repayments serve as a way to encourage
clients to continue repaying along with budgeting throughout the month.
Also, it is easier for many clients to pay smaller amounts more frequently
as a means to alleviate the difficulties of monthly payments. In spite of
these smaller payments, one client, Sola Estella, still wanted even longer
cycles with each payment valued less. Sola Estella is only in her second
loan cycles with FAPE, but owns a Pepsi trailer to hold inventory of a
small store. She has difficulty repaying every 15 days even though she is
a storekeeper and not an artesian or farmer.

She uses the loans as

deposits for large inventory purchases and often does not have enough
money remaining in time to pay the first few loan repayments.

Sola

Estella thinks that it would be better to have the loans for a longer
period, for example, one year.

Monthly repayment meetings would

require a smaller payment each meeting and allow more time for clients
like Sola Estella to gain revenue from the inventory purchased.

Table 9

1

"Hatch"
Model
REPAYMENT
SCHEDULE

16 Weeks

CLIENT GENDER

Women
Onl

BANK MEETING
FREQUENCY

Weekly

>16

Weeks

Men Only
Greater
than
weekl
Less than
$300
Greater
than 20%

$300
20%
VOLUNTARY
SAVINGS

None

LIQUIDITY OF
SAVINGS
TOTAL SAVINGS
32

N/A
Frozen
longer
than loan
eriod

Accessible

=

25

•

Increasing
rigidity

4

3

0

0

FAPE requires every client to save lOOQuetzales (zU8$13) at the
beginning of each loan cycle.

Additionally, there is a 15Quetzales

(zU8$2) gastos de papeleria. Each client is also required to place money

in savings during each subsequent meeting.

Currently the quota is 15

Quetzales each loan period to be paid over the entire· loan term.

In

addition to the required 15Quetzales savings throughout the loan period,
clients are encouraged to save above this set amount.

Cli~nts

deposit

savings during each meeting - to equal the total target savings of each
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client divided by the number of meetings. If a FAPE client wants a bigger
loan, she has to increase her savings.
Nicolasa Teseiio has worked with FAPE for 10 years.

She is an

artesian sewing beautiful juipil, a traditional indigenous woman's shirt
which is often embroidered.

Traditionally, Mayan symbols were

embroidered on the shirts although today many women prefer beautiful
floral designs instead. Doiia Teseiio wants to increase her loan because
she is expanding her home with new revenue from the juipil. She also
expresses discontent with her fellow members when one woman is tardy
to meetings or late for payments because they all must wait or pay fines.

Village Banking Meeting - Fe y Esperanza
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Initially, FAPE began servmg only female clients, although now
there are multiple banking groups with men. In certain banking groups,
the ratio of male to female clients is almost even.

The co-ed groups

create a different atmosphere during the meetings as well as within the
group dynamics compared to the female groups.

In Fe y Esperanza

(Faith and Hope) Village Bank of Tecpan, the clients are both· male and
female. Upon arrival, the room was segregated by sex with the men
boisterous and jolly and the women much more reserved and caring for
their children.

The women were quiet and bashful when questioned.

They took a backseat in the group with the exception of the group
President.
Another facet of the co-ed groups was the different economIC
activities.

Lucio owns a small pharmacy for the last 20 years and has

worked with FAPE for 3 loan cycles. He uses his loan to help pay for the
medicine on arrival instead of with credit and high interest rates.

In

contrast Lorena, a 27-year-old mother of four, sells vegetables at the
market in Poyaquil - a larger town near Tecpan. Two or three times per
week she travels to Guatemala City to buy her vegetables to sell in
Poyaquil. Beginning this loan cycle, she will supplement her income by
selling undergarments door-to-door in Tecpan. She plans on buying the
garments in the capital one time per month. Women's loans tend to be
concentrated in the informal sector where men's facilitate the growth of
small enterprises.
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Additionally, FAPE provides an informal microinsurance policy for
all group banking members.
clients pay lQuetzal

At the beginning of each cycle, all FAPE

(~US$O.13).

This quetzal is multi-functional. First,

it serves as an insurance policy for the members.

Should a FAPE

member die, FAPE relieves the debt from the next of kin.

FAPE's

rationale is to alleviate the fear of credit and debt which prevents many
clients from initiating loans through FAPE in the first place. By stopping
the debt burden at each generation, women are now more willing to
borrow without worrying about leaving their children in debt. It is one
initiative to stop the debt cycle instead of igniting it. FAPE's informal use
of

mIcroInsurance

fosters

greater

client

participation

In

the

implementation of its programs in Guatemala.
Many of the women are indigenous in FAPE's rural market. When
women do not know how to sign their names, the loan officer provides an
ink pad and the clients will leave a thumbprint on the signature line.
When the entire group needs to verify the loan at the beginning of the
cycle, the treasurer or the President of the group will sign the women's
names above the thumbprints.

The simple provision of an inkpad

encourages deeper outreach into rural areas and more client-focused
services. Unfortunately, the added flexibility of adapting to those women
who cannot write, significantly limits the women eligible for leadership
roles. In the group Sector de las Flores, it is difficult to name a secretary
who can write.

While one was found, writing numbers remains
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painstakingly limited. For example, writing the number "one thousand
three hundred thirty five" would be numerically represented as "1000
300 30 5." Locally connected VBls must address local constraints - even
if it slows the progress or productivity of the organization.
The use of indigenous promoters and
coordinators

m

certain

communities

directly contributes to the trust between
FAPE staff workers and the FAPE clients or
members of each group.

FAPE promoters

serve as the first resource for each village
bank. A promoter will be the daily contact
for each group as well as the
representative
A Thumbprint Signature

at

each

meeting.

FAPE
The

promoter markets FAPE locally in town

centers, churches, or at the market.

The coordinator supervises the

promoters and is based out of the FAPE office in Guatemala City. They
manage the finances of a specific geographic region and trouble shoot
difficulties as they arIse.

Most of the female FAPE clients wear

traditional dress, as do the promoters and coordinators.

The comfort

level of women builds trust between each banking group and FAPE. The
lingering historical inequality and oppression in Guatemala is the basis
for this important addition to basic village banking services.
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Conducting

the

meetings

In

Kaqchikel

IS

another

flexible

adaptation. Although the official language in Guatemala is Spanish, with
24 additional indigenous languages spoken, a poverty focused VBI
benefits from conducting meetings in the primary language of the
women.

It is one way that VBls can use the Guatemalan historical

context to improve village banking services for. the poor. The added costs
of conducting the meetings in the native language with bilingual
coordinators

and

promoters

additional staff members.

includes

finding

and

training

these

However, this cost is low risk and could be

paid for with lo;er dropout and higher client satisfaction rates too.

3. Lessons Learned

FAPE has a mission to reach the poorest members of society
through village banking. Unfortunately, the poorest members often have
the greatest difficulty in repayment.

Even though FAPE serves as the

first access to credit for most clients, those in the poorest sector in
society often face more difficult choices in their allocation of resources.
Many must choose basic survival techniques of adequate nutrition over
on-time loan repayments.
In spite of the argument that VBls should practice a minimalist
approach to lending (that is, provide only access to financial services
without any prescription for non-financial services), basic business
education training would be valuable during times of repayment difficulty
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especially for the poorest. When there are repayment problems, a short
10-15 minute session on basic economic, financial, or budgeting
concepts would be beneficial to the group. This concise session would
attempt to minimize the opportunity costs of meeting attendance and to
ensure

efficiency and

alleviate

repayment

difficulties.

Business

education is designed to target the entire village banking group, not
simply the delinquent clients. To illustrate the effects of group liability,
when one woman falters, the group suffers and is forced to make up the
difference.

During the business education components, it is also

important to stress the need for collaboration and teamwork within the
group to maximize the gains from the village banking model.

Many

clients interviewed cite the positive impact of collaboration and teamwork
as the success of the model. The longest surviving groups are dynamic.
Even with a business education session, the group would not be
successful without a sense of unity and trust between members.
The strict enforcement of fines may also encourage timely
repayments and meeting attendance.

Fines should be enforced

rigorQusly to ensure a prompt altering of client behavior.

If the same
...

women are consistently late to meetings or delinquent with loan
payments, more severe penalties could be implemented for the well being
of the bank. The group teamwork and dynamics between all clients may
also pressure punctuality in both meeting attendance and loan
payments. Although the strict enforcement of fines may be viewed as a
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step back towards rigidity, FAPE's village banking model remains
adaptive to a poverty and client-focused initiative.
FAPE's client-focused model encourages strong group dynamics
and a trust built between FAPE staff and bank members.

Its local

connection to Guatemala and the rural communities surrounding
Guatemala City allows for a deep poverty outreach into the mountainous
regions historically discriminated against in Guatemala. The increased
flexibility allows first time credit borrowers to gain access to these
resources.

In comparison,

FINCA follows a

more rigid-standard

approach.

It encourages diversification of economic resources to

decrease personal vulnerability. A downside to its rigid model is that it
provides minimal assistance to the poorest of the poor.

An informal

microinsurance initiative may be a small token of change, but also
enough flexibility to encourage deeper outreach into the market.

The

following chapter expands on this discussion for a broader framework of
how to move this knowledge into action plans towards poverty
alleviation.

Chapter 8: Lessons from Guatemalan VBIs

This paper shows that non-affiliate VBIs are more flexible and have
been more innovative and adaptive as compared to the original John
Hatch model of the 1980s.

Non-affiliate VBIs do not have the level of

conditionality that may develop from remaining affiliated with a standard
village bank model.

FAPE does not have reporting requirements, like

those imposed on FINCAj Guatemala by FINCA International. FINCA
affiliates are part of a

centralized business structure.

A small

adjustment, such as the proposed business education component for
delinquent periods in FAPE, would be too great a shift away from basic
financial services for the poor.
The

drawbacks

of non-affiliates,

however,

are

substantial.

Although they are able to adapt to the local culture through a more
decentralized structure, non-affiliates face substantial start-up costs that
hinder their ability to develop deep poverty-focused programs.

FAPE

must spend a large portion of work devoted to fundraising. On the other
hand, FINCAjGuatemala must rely on credit lines from local banks and
does not receive as much funding from FINCA International as expected
from the affiliation.
CRECER's operations In Bolivia challenge the notion of being
affiliated or non-affiliated in the village banking market.
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Initially,

CRECER used

its relationship with FFH

infrastructure and training.

to

provide

a

start-up

After the program developed, CRECER

became a completely autonomous Bolivian organization that used the
knowledge and materials from FFH while adapting to the local culture.
Pro Mujer, in contrast, is part of Pro Mujer International, a network of
affiliated VBIs. Its model, with multiple non-financial program options,
increases access to all services, but often at the expense of financial
services to the poor, the top priority for VBIs.
The raw scoring rubric would suggest that non-affiliated VBIs do
have a greater degree of flexibility than affiliated VBIs, although it does
not discuss the holistic development nor does it suggest that all aspects
of flexibility are better. It does, however, confirm the hypothesis that an
affiliated VBI tends to have a more rigid structure. It is important to note
that the scoring criteria compares the VBIs in relationship to the original
"Hatch" model, created by the founder of FINCA International.

This

historical significance serves as one alternative explanation as to why
FINCAj Guatemala has the lowest score of the four VBIs studied.
Additionally, the numerous non-financial services offered by Pro Mujer
may prematurely signal an increase in flexibility.

Finally, Pro Mujer

International began in Bolivia out of the mothers' clubs and from there
grew into an internationally affiliated model.
A more rigid model may not necessarily suggest movement towards
the Hatch model of the

1980s.
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Although FINCAj Guatemala is

internationally affiliated and "more rigid" in comparison FAPE, there is
no movement towards strict loan terms.

FINCAjGuatemala still

structures its loan terms by groups and allows for the economic activity
differences

commonly

found

between

rural

and

urban

clients.

Furthermore, FINCAj Guatemala does not have the traditional US$300
loan ceiling from Hatch's model.
Additionally, the movement away from the original model in FAPE
may not be best characterized as a shift away.

Much of its increased

flexibility is accounted for by local adaptations to adjust to the
predominantly indigenous rural setting.

FAPE also provides individual

credit loans once its clients reach the loan ceiling for the village banks.
FAPE creates this opportunity for its clients to expand their businesses
without leaving the institution. But according to one loan officer, many
women enjoy the group dynamics of the meetings and do not wish to
shift to individual loans.

Progressing to individual loans is the largest

shift towards flexibility because clients have more of a say in loan terms.
Furthermore, when comparing rigidity with four key factors of
village banking (deep outreach, sustainability, client focus, and culture of
innovation), no clear consensus emerges.

In the Guatemalan case,

culture of. innovation drives the other three factors.

Churchill,

Hirschland, and Painter state that a VBI should first consider its
objectives which will lead to innovations of best practices towards that
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